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Functional design that meets 
all the requirements of your 
workspace.

Silva meets all the requirements of your institution with a 
rich product family including single desks, executive desks, 
meeting tables, workstations, and coffee tables.



Thanks to its rich product family, leg variety, and wide material 
choices, Silva helps organizing your institution in integrity while 
contributing to desired effects.

Silva single desks and executive desks are designed for individual 
workspaces, executive offices, unit managers, and home offices, 
helping you organize your workspace to meet your needs and 
working habits.

Silva workstations help organize open offices and units providing 
services in different fields to match the number of employees. While 
encouraging interaction between employees, Silva also supports 
individual efforts with accessories and middle panels.

Silva can enrich workspaces when utilized with Tools product group 
accessories, meeting all needs and requirements of business areas 
through meeting tables, storage units, and coffee tables designed 
using the same line of design.

Executive Desks Silva Coffee Tables

Workstations

Meeting Tables

Single Desks

Storage Units



SMART SOLUTIONS

Cable Caps

Cable caps of Silva can not only 
prevents cable mess and visual 
pollution, but also delivers electrical 
connections from ground to desktop 
to facilitate access to connections.

Cable Tray and Canals

Cable trays and canals mounted on Silva delivers 
electrical connections to users in an orderly 
manner from under the table slab, preventing 
cable mess and visual pollution.

Vertical Cable Tray

Silva features a vertical cable tray that can 
be used as a functional leg in the middle of 
workstations and meeting tables established 
by connecting more than one table; this option 
prevents cable mess and visual pollution, while 
delivering electrical connections from ground to 
desktop to facilitate access to connections.

Turnbox

Turnbox can be utilized with meeting 
tables, providing fast and easy access 
to electrical and data connections 
through its sockets.

Electrical Tower

Electrical tower can be utilized 
independently from tables, facilitating 
multiple plug use.

Vertebra

Vertebra aesthetically delivers electrical 
connections on ground to desktop, 
facilitating access.



DIMENSIONS (mm)

Single Desks

*W:80 cm tables can be mounted with L: 1400 / 1600 
/ 1800 / 2000 and 2200 mm extension tables.

**All length choices of W:80 cm tables additionally 
feature L: 800 / 1000 / 1200 / 1860 / 2400 castor 
versions.

W:80 cm Desk W:90 cm DeskW:80 cm Desk with Single Leg W:90 cm Desk with Single Leg



DIMENSIONS (mm)

Single Desks

W:80/90 cm Two-Leg Circular Ending Table W:80/90 cm Single-Leg Circular Ending Table W:110 cm Desk W:110 cm Desk with Single Leg

W:110 cm Elliptical Desk W:80 cm Extension Desk

*W:80 cm tables can be mounted with 
more than one extension tables.

Starter Desk Extension Desk



DIMENSIONS (mm)

Single Desks

Side Tables W:60 cm Front Panel for 2-Leg Table Functional Front PanelSingle-Leg Rack

!

*W:60 cm side tables feature 
a castor version

* Instead of outer legs, Silva 
whatnots can be utilized with 
Nurus nightstands as well.

*L: -20 cm from table length.
** L-shaped table length for circular-ending 
tables is -40 cm.

*L: -20 cm from table length.



DIMENSIONS (mm)

Workstations

W:80 cm Extension Desk W:126 cm Desk W:126 cm Desk with Single Leg W:126 cm Extension Desk

*W:80 cm can be mounted with 
more than one extension tables.

*W:126 cm. tables can be 
mounted with more than one 
extension tables.

** W:126 cm extension table 
systems can be utilized with 
standard Nurus nightstands 
instead of L:1200 external outer 
legs. 

Starter 
Desk

Extension 
Desk



DIMENSIONS (mm)

Workstations

W:166 cm Desk W:166 cm Desk with Single Leg W:166 cm Extension Desk

*W:166 cm. tables can be mounted 
with more than one extension tables.

** L: 1600, 1800, and 2000 cm 
extension table systems can 
be utilized with standard Nurus 
nightstands instead of outer legs 
with W:166 cm. .

Starter Desk Extension Desk



Workstations

W:186 cm Desk

Starter Desk Extension Desk

W:186 cm Extension Desk

DIMENSIONS (mm)



Workstations

DIMENSIONS (mm)

120° Angle Triple Desk

* 120° tables can be utilized with standard Nurus nightstands instead of outer legs.

Ennead Table

120° Angle Senary Desk 120° Angle Octal Desk



Various Configurations with Nurus Cabinet Systems

DIMENSIONS (mm)



Middle Panel  and Side Panel

Middle Panel with Accessory Strip

L: -20 cm from table length.

** Can only be utilized between 
double tables.

L: -20 cm from table length.

** Accessory strip can be mounted 
with L: 100, 120, 140 and 160 cm 
acrylic panels.

L: -20 cm from table length.

** Can be utilized in front of single 
tables and between double tables.

Accessory Strip 18/8 mm Thin Middle Panel

DIMENSIONS (mm)



Middle Panel  and Side Panel

DIMENSIONS (mm)

18 mm Thin Side Panels W:60 cm Table + Whatnot 
Thin Side Panel

W:90 cm Table + Whatnot 
Thin Side Panel

W:110 cm Table + 
Whatnot Thin Side Panel

W:80 cm Table + Whatnot 
Thin Side Panel

L: -20 cm from table length.

*Middle panels featured in Tools collection can be utilized with Silva tables.

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot 
Length -20 cm.

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot 
Length -20 cm.

*L: Slab Length + Whatnot 
Length -20 cm.



Meeting Tables

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Rectangle Meeting Table Flange Leg Oblong Meeting Table Meeting Tables with Extension Table

Starter Desk Extension Desk

* Meeting tables can be mounted 
with more than one extension table.

** Flange-leg tables do not feature L: 
1400 extension table.



Meeting Tables

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Double Meeting Table Meeting Tables with Extension Table

Square Table Circular Table Elliptical Table

Starter Desk Extension Desk

* Meeting tables can be mounted with more than one extension table.



Storage Units

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Commode with Hanger

Versions of Commode with Hanger



Silva Coffee Tables

Square 

Rectangle

Square Flange Leg

Circular

DIMENSIONS (mm)
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